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Morningstar Commodity’s Research arm functions as
the industry’s go-to source for understanding market
fundamentals via independent investigation. Specializing
in oil, gas, and power market analysis, Morningstar’s
seasoned experts help clients’ front offices, risk managers,
analysts, and traders navigate volatile markets to make
more informed decisions and improve returns.
Thought Leadership
Learn about the most compelling issues hitting the market,
from North American crude oil and refined products to
U.S. gas and power markets, infrastructure, and regulation.
With such broad yet deep expertise across the energy
industry, Morningstar’s extensive library of publications,
including in-depth outlooks, event-driven notes, and weekly
storage reports, advise clients successfully on their
research needs.
Constant Innovation
Get in on the ground floor of development of
groundbreaking models that, upon completion, are used
by clients to extract value from large volumes of data.
For instance, our in-house developed ISO Load Forecast
Model can be customized to meet a wide range of
needs in the power and utility sectors. The researchers’
outlook notes and analyses add to their signature
inventive discoveries.

The research notes and storage
reports that we generate
help clients leverage valuable
market intelligence and apply
insights from our products’
data feeds to real-life scenarios.
Access from any browser, via
Markets dashboard, or by speaking with an analyst one-on-one.
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Marketplace Integration
Gain more insight with analyst models, webinar recordings,
and vendor documents to see what analysts uncover in
the competitive dynamics of energy and commodity markets
using Morningstar’s Markets tool. Viewing within
Markets provides clients with full access to both new and
archived reports alongside customized data feeds in one
manageable space.
Customized Insight
Understand how market trends, forecasts, and events
directly affect specific business goals with one-onone analyst access. As part of a client’s subscription,
Morningstar’s research team communicates with clients
via phone, email, or onsite presentations to provide
personalized recommendations.
Comprehensive Market Understanding
Participate in multiclient studies by providing input on timely
topics. From clients’ submitted responses, researchers
aggregate data into leading reports to provide valuable
feedback based on the prevailing views and assumptions of
industry members’ answers to the questions addressed so
that customers can understand the market more fully.

